
    
        

 
 
 
 

Conducting the Demonstration 

 
Once you are satisfied all the “Pre-Demonstration” points have been attended to, the demonstration can 
continue! 
 

 With everyone in position next to the exit door and clearly advised that you are about to “fire” the 
BANDIT, press the button on the keyfob.  The buttons should be pressed in the following 
sequence:- 

 
  It might be easier to use both hands, if possible, to operate the keyfob (e.g. thumb of left  

  hand on green “triangle” button and thumb of right hand on red “circle” button).  This will  
  ensure no erroneous button pressing or “finger fumbling”! 
 

8.  - First press  - BANDIT enters “Guard” mode 

 

9.  - Press once only - Activates BANDIT and fog ejects 

 

 Count slowly and carefully, for the full time calculated for the room size, before …………. 
 

10.  - Second press - Stops fog ejection and returns BANDIT  

        to normal mode 
 
  Unless the green “triangle” button on the keyfob is pressed a second time in order 
  to cancel the sequence, the demonstration BANDIT unit is pre-programmed to eject 
  fog for a duration of 18 seconds. 

 

 After the ejection sequence is cancelled, allow enough time for the fog to fully envelope the room 
and all its occupants.  This is when the full power of the BANDIT can really be appreciated, and 
is therefore one of the most impressive parts of the demonstration. 

 

 Common sense must prevail in order to determine how long to remain in the room but, typically, 
15 - 20 seconds of experiencing the effect is usually all that is necessary to convince your 
customer of the BANDIT’s effectiveness. 

 

 Assist the attendees in leaving the room as necessary, closing the door behind you – in order to 
return after 5 – 10 minutes to witness the fog’s retention capability.  Ensure everyone in 
attendance is safely out of the room! 

 

 When all the fog has dispersed (this time can be shortened by deliberately opening all available 
doors and windows in the vicinity, to create a “through draught” and venting the fog to outside) 
don’t forget to reactivate any fire alarm sensors that were temporarily disabled. 

 

11. Ensure the BANDIT remains turned on for 5 or 10 minutes after operation (if a scheduled return 

 to the room is carried out, as mentioned above, this will help provide this time period) in order to 
 allow the “self clean” feature to remove any fluid residue around the ejection nozzle.  During this 
 phase, small ejections of fog may be seen seeping from the nozzle – this is perfectly normal. 
  

12. The BANDIT can now be unplugged, ready for transportation.  NB: A special built in switch 

 inside the Demonstration BANDIT ensures the built in battery back up is completely 
 disconnected when the unit is unplugged from the mains.  This ensures the unit cannot be 
 activated accidentally during transportation. 

NOTE! 
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1.  Minimum 5-6 hours before, prepare the BANDIT, HY-3 Cylinder Pack, Remote  
  Control and trolley for packaging and transportation. 
 
2.  Minimum 5-6 hours before, insert the HY-3 Cylinder Pack, switch on the BANDIT 
  and leave on until ready for transportation – this will reduce the warm up time on  
  site and produce optimum fog effectiveness. 

 
3.  For transportation, re-pack the BANDIT complete with HY-3 Cylinder Pack in its  
  original packaging.  In colder weather, place inside car rather than in boot, to  
  maintain warmer temperature.  Keep upright at all times. 
 
4.  Upon arrival for the demonstration, unpack the BANDIT. 
 
5.  Place the BANDIT on a suitable solid level surface, at a sensible working height  
  (minimum 1 metre from ground level) at the end furthest from, and facing, the exit 
  door, so that the participants are seeing what the intruder is most likely to   
  experience when entering the room.  Remove any obstructions in front of the unit. 
 
6.  Plug the unit into a 240 volt, 13 amp mains socket outlet and switch power on. 
 
7.  Leave the unit to heat up to working temperature (green “OK” LED on front panel 
  permanently illuminated).  This may take up to 1-2 hours if not pre-heated (see  
  point 2). Warming up prior to transportation will help to reduce this time and  
  produce optimum fog effectiveness).  Calculate required fog ejection time, at 1  
  second for every 28 m3.  Before continuing, run through demo check list to  
  ensure all points have been covered. 
 
8.  Press “      “ button on remote control, to place the BANDIT into “Guard” mode  
  (“Guard” LED on front panel illuminates). 

 
9.  Press “      “ button on remote control, to place the BANDIT into “Alarm” mode  
  and cause fog to be ejected.  Start to count time in seconds, slowly and carefully, 
  until your calculated time period is reached. 

 
10. Press “      “ button on remote control again, to stop the fog ejection. 

 
11. After operating the BANDIT, leave for a further 5 or 10 minutes before turning  
  power off, in order to allow the nozzle “self clean” feature to remove any fluid  
  residue. 
 
12. Repack BANDIT, ready for transportation. 
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Pre-Transportation 
1. Minimum 5-6 hours before the demonstration, prepare the BANDIT, HY-3 Cylinder Pack, Remote  
 Control Keyfob, and all associated packaging, carrying trolley, etc. ready for transportation. 
 
2.  To ensure maximum efficiency of fog ejection during the demonstration, insert the HY-3 Cylinder  
  Pack and turn the BANDIT on for at least 5 to 6 hours before leaving.  This will allow the HY-3  
  Cylinder Pack to reach operational temperature and, as the BANDIT is well insulated, the  
  amount of warm up time required upon reaching your destination will be considerably  reduced.   
  Normally, the BANDIT would be permanently on and, therefore, permanently at optimum   
  temperature. 
 
3. Transport the BANDIT complete with installed HY-3 Cylinder Pack in its original packaging.  In colder 
 weather, place inside car rather than in boot, to maintain warmer temperature.  Make sure the BANDIT is 
 kept upright at all times. 
 
Setting Up Upon Arrival at Destination 
   If pre-warming (see 2. above) was not possible, placing the cylinders of the HY-3 pack under  
   running hot water for a few minutes before installing into the BANDIT will help to reduce the  
   warming up period by giving it a head start!  NB: only wet the metal cylinders – never allow the 
   top of the pack (where the electrical connections are located) to get wet! 
 
4. Unpack the BANDIT and install the HY-3 Cylinder Pack, if not already installed. 
 
5. Place the BANDIT on a suitable level surface (minimum 1 metre from floor level) at the end furthest from, 
 and facing, the exit doorway so that the participants are seeing what the intruder is most likely to 
 experience when entering the room.  Remove any obstructions in front of the unit. 
 
6. Once the BANDIT is in position and plugged in, turn the mains power on and leave the unit to warm up.   
 
7. With a cold BANDIT, this could take up to approx. 1 hour (see “Tip” above).  During this time, the “ON” 
 LED on the front panel will be flashing – it will remain permanently illuminated (i.e. it will stop flashing)  
 when the unit has fully warmed up. 

 
 Permanently ON - BANDIT switched ON and operational 
 Flashing – BANDIT is warming up 

  Whilst the BANDIT is warming up is an ideal time to introduce the benefits and features of the  
  product to your customer.  Use the slide show presentation to maintain your customer’s interest  
  and to build anticipation for the demonstration ahead. 

 
Pre-Demonstration Checks 
 

 In preparation for the demonstration, calculate the volume of the area/room.  The BANDIT should be “fired” 
for 1 second for every 28

3
 metres of room volume, plus 20% as a precaution, rounded up to the next whole 

second.  PLEASE NOTE – considerable overfilling can result in a small amount of condensation on cold 
surfaces. 

 
 Ensure any fire alarm sensors in the vicinity are deactivated, to prevent false alarm calls. 
 
 Ensure all persons in the immediate vicinity are informed that you are about to conduct the demonstration, 

as well as the person responsible for fire safety procedures. 
 
 Explain to any sufferers of claustrophobia, asthma or other respiratory condition that the fog produced is 

non-toxic so there is no need to panic or hold their breath. 
 
 Due to the fog ejection power of the BANDIT, do not allow anyone to stand directly in front of the unit – a 

safe distance is c. 3-4 metres minimum.  
 
 Ensure that everyone attending the demonstration clearly knows where the exits are and that they will be 

able to reach them safely and unhindered, without any obstacles in the way. 
 

 The last thing to do is to clearly advise everyone that you are now about to “fire” the BANDIT.  You should 
explain that the fog is ejected instantly and very fast, which can be quite a shock if you are not expecting it! 

TIP! 
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